
Weekly Planning Grid 

 

Week 7- Monday  

Lesson  Activity  

Phonics 
 

IALT: Recap my knowledge. 
Read through the phase 2 and 3 sounds in the front of your learning pack or watch the Jolly Phonics Song.  
Phase 3: If you feel your child would benefit from recapping the phase 3 sounds, blend and segment the 
“ai” sound. Watch the lesson on YouTube. 
Phase 4: If you feel your child is secure in the phase 3 sounds, please progress to the phase 4 sounds. 
Watch the lesson on YouTube.  

Wake & Shake   Joe Wicks – daily workout  

Literacy   IALT: Read and discuss the story The Little Red Hen. See the literacy planning grid 

Choosing Time Children can choose what to play with, this could be a creative activity, building, playing with dolls/ people 
etc. 

Snack  Use this time to talk to your child, encourage healthy eating. 

Morning Air Go for a walk, play in the garden.  Has anything grown or changed since yesterday? 

Maths  IALT: measure short periods of time in simple ways 
Challenge someone in your household to the 1-minute challenge!  Ask someone to set a 
timer (your grown up probably has one on their phone) for one minute and see how 
many different exercises you can do in one minute.   
You could try: star-jumps, jumps, stretches, hops or push ups.  See who can do 
the most in one minute! 
Challenge: Estimate (make a sensible guess) how many exercises you can do in 
one minute before you start.   

Quiet time  Puzzle, Zen Den, Reading   

Hand-Writing  IALT: Correctly form letters with descenders  
Watch and join in with the hand strengthening exercise by watching Dough Disco on YouTube. 
Descenders are letters which hang below the line, for example: g, j, p, q and y.  When we write these 
letters, they should hang down below the line on the page.  If we imagine our paper has three sections: the 
sky, the grass and the dirt; our descenders are going to start in the grass and go down into the dirt. Please 
see this week’s video for demonstration. 

    

 

 
 

Topic  IALT:  discuss the importance of being kind 
This week is Mental Health Awareness week.  Talk about the importance of being kind to your children and 
how being kind can make you and others feel. Watch video to introduce this to your child. 
Challenge:  See how many acts of kindness you can do this week! Look at the grid saved to the website for 
ideas.  

Choosing Time  Children can choose what to play with, this could be a creative activity, building, playing with dolls/ people 
etc. 

Reading  We will upload three books to tapestry a week, please read one of the books uploaded.  Pink banded/ red 
banded/ yellow banded. Also, feel free to listen to Spinderella read by Miss Pearse. 

https://vimeo.com/106231366
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1-yOc-oCtZc&list=PLlwCBMzZhh4FwywOqbVU1gmphk1ujh9-5&index=5
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RIVb3WrlNkM
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAxW1XT0iEJo0TYlRfn6rYQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JTCsL26vob4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=shR8DLyOkcg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N4Y_dw023G8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uT1PCxp6vGc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z7to5YXW3OM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ryFZzb9nLPw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=no4QI1U5W4I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=no4QI1U5W4I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sr9Hf2EJsG8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W1zx0ehtcmM


 

Week 7- Tuesday 

Lesson  Activity  

Phonics 
 

IALT: Recap my knowledge. 
Read through the phase 2 and 3 sounds in the front of your learning pack or watch the Jolly Phonics Song .  
Phase 3: If you feel your child would benefit from recapping the phase 3 sounds, blend and segment the 
“ee” sound. Watch the lesson on YouTube. 
Phase 4: If you feel your child is secure in the phase 3 sounds, please progress to the phase 4 sounds. 
Watch the lesson on YouTube. 

Wake & Shake   Joe Wicks – daily workout 

Literacy   IALT: Draw a story map for the Little Red Hen so you can retell the story. See the literacy planning grid 

Choosing Time Children can choose what to play with, this could be a creative activity, building, playing with dolls/ people 
etc. 

Snack  Use this time to talk to your child, encourage healthy eating. 

Morning Air Go for a walk, play in the garden, bike ride.  Has anything grown or changed since yesterday? 

Maths  IALT: estimating the number of animals in a field and counting to check. 
Have a go at estimating how many animals in each field (remind your child that estimating means a 
‘sensible guess’) and then count the animals to check your estimate.  
Challenge: Ask your grown up to draw you some more animal pictures so you can estimate the number of 
animals they have drawn. 

   
 

Quiet time  Puzzle, Zen Den, Reading   

Hand-Writing  IALT: Correctly form letters with descenders  
Watch and join in with the hand strengthening exercise by watching Dough Disco on YouTube. 
Descenders are letters which hang below the line, for example: g, j, p, q and y.  When we write these 
letters, they should hang down below the line on the page.  If we imagine our paper has three sections: the 
sky, the grass and the dirt; our descenders are going to start in the grass and go down into the dirt.  Please 
see this week’s video for demonstration. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Topic  IALT:  junk model a windmill with things you find around the house 
Watch the instructional video on how to make a junk model windmill.  
 
 

Choosing Time  Children can choose what to play with, this could be a creative activity, building, playing with dolls/ people 
etc. 

Reading  We will upload three books to tapestry a week, please read one of the books uploaded.  Pink banded/ red 
banded/ yellow banded.  Also, feel free to listen to Spinderella read by Miss Pearse. 

https://vimeo.com/106231366
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zJLCkkAOmDc&list=PLlwCBMzZhh4FwywOqbVU1gmphk1ujh9-5&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TZitR5ZeDJU
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAxW1XT0iEJo0TYlRfn6rYQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RmKGlIoOxxg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wf5K3pP2IUQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N4Y_dw023G8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uT1PCxp6vGc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ryFZzb9nLPw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=no4QI1U5W4I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=no4QI1U5W4I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sr9Hf2EJsG8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W1zx0ehtcmM


Week 7- Wednesday  

Lesson  Activity  

Phonics 
 

IALT: Recap my knowledge. 
Read through the phase 2 and 3 sounds in the front of your learning pack or watch the Jolly Phonics Song .  
Phase 3: If you feel your child would benefit from recapping the phase 3 sounds, blend and segment the 
“igh” sound. Watch the lesson on YouTube. 
Phase 4: If you feel your child is secure in the phase 3 sounds, please progress to the phase 4 sounds. 
Watch the lesson on YouTube. 

Wake & Shake   Joe Wicks – daily workout 

Literacy   IALT: watch the video and discuss how what is farmed. See the literacy planning grid 

Choosing Time Children can choose what to play with, this could be a creative activity, building, playing with dolls/ people 
etc. 

Snack  Use this time to talk to your child, encourage healthy eating. 

Morning Air Go for a walk, play in the garden, bike ride.  Has anything grown or changed since yesterday? 

Maths  IALT: understand and use positional language 
Ask an adult to hide a toy or teddy (don’t peak!) and then they can give you directions to help you find the 
toy for example:  

• Look behind the sofa 

• Go under the table 

• Try looking beside the cushion 
Then you can hide the toy and give your grown-up instructions to help them find the toy!  Use language to 
indicate position of the toy.  
Key words: under, beside, on top of, next to, in front of, behind. 

Quiet time  Puzzle, Zen Den, Reading   

Hand-Writing  IALT: Correctly form letters with descenders  
Watch and join in with the hand strengthening exercise by watching Dough Disco on YouTube. 
Descenders are letters which hang below the line, for example: g, j, p, q and y.  When we write these 
letters, they should hang down below the line on the page.  If we imagine our paper has three sections: the 
sky, the grass and the dirt; our descenders are going to start in the grass and go down into the dirt.  Please 
see this week’s video for demonstration. 
 
 

Topic  IALT: discover gluten. 
Introduce this to your child by watching this video. Gluten is the 
“gluey” part of flour which helps bind the bread together.  To 
discover what gluten feels and looks like follow the instructions 
below:  
Challenge: Can you describe what the gluten looks like and feels like?  

 
 

Choosing Time  Children can choose what to play with, this could be a creative activity, building, playing with dolls/ people 
etc. 

Reading  We will upload three books to tapestry a week, please read one of the books uploaded.  Pink banded/ red 
banded/ yellow banded.  Also, feel free to listen to Spinderella read by Miss Pearse. 

https://vimeo.com/106231366
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7EYTd-dJl10&list=PLlwCBMzZhh4FwywOqbVU1gmphk1ujh9-5&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dDVilp0Xocw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAxW1XT0iEJo0TYlRfn6rYQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=475FcEdBrzg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9A0S54yAgEg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N4Y_dw023G8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uT1PCxp6vGc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2fVDnPyjT-A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ryFZzb9nLPw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=no4QI1U5W4I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=no4QI1U5W4I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sr9Hf2EJsG8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W1zx0ehtcmM


 

 

Week 7- Thursday 

Lesson  Activity  

Phonics 
 

IALT: Recap my knowledge. 
Read through the phase 2 and 3 sounds in the front of your learning pack or watch the Jolly Phonics Song .  
Phase 3: If you feel your child would benefit from recapping the phase 3 sounds, blend and segment the 
“oa” sound. Watch the lesson on YouTube. 
Phase 4: If you feel your child is secure in the phase 3 sounds, please progress to the phase 4 sounds. 
Watch the lesson on YouTube. 

Wake & Shake   Joe Wicks – daily workout 

Literacy   IALT: write speech bubbles for the characters from The Little Red Hen. See the literacy planning grid 

Choosing Time Children can choose what to play with, this could be a creative activity, building, playing with dolls/ people 
etc. 

Snack  Use this time to talk to your child, encourage healthy eating. 

Morning Air Go for a walk, play in the garden, bike ride.  Has anything grown or changed since yesterday? 

Maths  IALT: discuss weight and capacity in cooking. 
 
Follow the instructions for baking bread. They can be found on the website.  Feel free 
to use your own bread recipe (or do it later in the week if you struggle to get all the 
ingredients).  Focus on discussing weight and capacity while measuring out the 
ingredients. 
 
Key words: heavy, light, amount, weight, measure, empty, full, capacity  
 

Quiet time  Puzzle, Zen Den, Reading   

Hand-Writing  IALT: Correctly form letters with descenders  
Watch and join in with the hand strengthening exercise by watching Dough Disco on YouTube. 
Descenders are letters which hang below the line, for example: g, j, p, q and y.  When we write these 
letters, they should hang down below the line on the page.  If we imagine our paper has three sections: the 
sky, the grass and the dirt; our descenders are going to start in the grass and go down into the dirt.  Please 
see this week’s video for demonstration. 
 
 

Topic  IALT:  play farm yard charades!  
Ask the rest of your family to play with you.  Pretend to be a farmyard animal 
(don’t tell anyone else what animal you are) and act out the sounds the farm 
animal makes and how they behave.   
See how many animals your family can guess! 

Choosing Time  Children can choose what to play with, this could be a creative activity, building, playing with dolls/ people 
etc. 

Reading  We will upload three books to tapestry a week, please read one of the books uploaded.  Pink banded/ red 
banded/ yellow banded.  Also, feel free to listen to Spinderella read by Miss Pearse. 

https://vimeo.com/106231366
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eECx9BARPH0&list=PLlwCBMzZhh4FwywOqbVU1gmphk1ujh9-5&index=8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R5W-A4xIqjE
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAxW1XT0iEJo0TYlRfn6rYQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dq2p8TSw0_s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jzYtNWjQiK0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N4Y_dw023G8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uT1PCxp6vGc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ryFZzb9nLPw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=no4QI1U5W4I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=no4QI1U5W4I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sr9Hf2EJsG8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W1zx0ehtcmM


 

Week 7 - Friday 

Lesson  Activity  

Phonics 
 

IALT: Recap my knowledge. 
Read through the phase 2 and 3 sounds in the front of your learning pack or watch the Jolly Phonics Song .  
Phase 3: If you feel your child would benefit from recapping the phase 3 sounds, blend and segment the 
“oa” sound. Watch the lesson on YouTube. 
Phase 4: If you feel your child is secure in the phase 3 sounds, please progress to the phase 4 sounds. 
Watch the lesson on YouTube. 

Wake & Shake   Joe Wicks – daily workout 

Literacy   IALT: write a letter from The Little Red Hen to the other characters. See the literacy planning grid 

Choosing Time Children can choose what to play with, this could be a creative activity, building, playing with dolls/ people 
etc. 

Snack  Use this time to talk to your child, encourage healthy eating. 

Morning Air Go for a walk, play in the garden, bike ride.  Has anything grown or changed since yesterday? 

Maths  IALT: sharing numbers 
Watch the video for instructions on how to share objects. 

 

 

 

Question One: If Little Red Hen has 6 bread rolls and wants to share them 
equally between 2 friends, how many does each friend get?  
Question Two: If the lazy dog had 9 bones and wants to share them equally 
between 3 friends, how many does each friend get?  
Question Three: If the farmer has 10 bags of flour and wants to share them 
equally between 5 friends, how many does each friend get? 
Top Tip:  Draw a picture to help you work out these problems.  
 

Quiet time  Puzzle, Zen Den, Reading   

Hand-Writing  IALT: Correctly form letters with descenders  
Watch and join in with the hand strengthening exercise by watching Dough Disco on YouTube. 
Descenders are letters which hang below the line, for example: g, j, p, q and y.  When we write these 
letters they should hang down below the line on the page.  If we imagine our paper has three sections: the 
sky, the grass and the dirt; our descenders are going to start in the grass and go down into the dirt.  Please 
see this week’s video for demonstration. 
 
 

Topic  IALT:  discover what lives on our hands 
To demonstrate the importance of washing our hands (especially before 
cooking or eating) we will be conducting an experiment to see what 
happens when we put our unwashed hands on bread.  Follow the 
instructions:   

 
Challenge 1: Discuss why it is 
important to wash our hands and 
what you think caused the bread to 
change. 
 

 

Choosing Time  Children can choose what to play with, this could be a creative activity, building, playing with dolls/ people 
etc. 

Reading  We will upload three books to tapestry a week, please read one of the books uploaded.  Pink banded/ red 
banded/ yellow banded.  Also, feel free to listen to Spinderella read by Miss Pearse. 

https://vimeo.com/106231366
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Y3MI0mjBYk&list=PLlwCBMzZhh4FwywOqbVU1gmphk1ujh9-5&index=9
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RIVb3WrlNkM
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAxW1XT0iEJo0TYlRfn6rYQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2ukOTZ7911E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dH988pkKIVI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jzYtNWjQiK0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N4Y_dw023G8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uT1PCxp6vGc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yaIOzmKufto
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ryFZzb9nLPw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=no4QI1U5W4I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=no4QI1U5W4I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sr9Hf2EJsG8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W1zx0ehtcmM

